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THE TOP PREDICTED TRENDS OF 2023
With more "will they or won't they" tension than a couple of star-crossed lovers in an HBO special, consumer searches in 2022 have 
vacillated between beauty-obsessed and not. The uncertain economy is to blame for the fluctuating consumer sentiment. Despite 
the wavering interest in beauty searches, though, one thing is for sure: the aesthetic of this new decade has arrived.

What began with hints of nostalgia (think Y2K fashion and Indie Sleaze) and coping mechanisms for COVID-19, has now mixed with 
various social media trends. This beauty cohort has developed into its own distinct aesthetic. Consumers are adding flair and 
functionality to their favorites, laying the groundwork for the next seven years of beauty in the 20s. 

Join us as we investigate what's in store, using Spate machine intelligence coupled with expert insights from Michelle Lee, Beauty 
Expert and former Editor in Chief of Allure.

In celebration of the future and the many technological advancements that 2023 will bring, enjoy photos and copy supported by 
DALL-E and ChatGPT.

Interested in exploring more trends? Start your free trial today. 

Thank you, 

Olivier and Yarden, co-founders of Spate
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Trends per category ranked by predicted growth:

2023 PREDICTED TRENDS

HAIR SKINCARE MAKEUP

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

morpheus8 +47.3%

sunscreen stick +35.2%

diamond glow facial +31.4%
peptide moisturizer +30.7%
prp eye rejuvenation +28.8%
red light therapy +25.4%
powder sunscreen +24.8%
skin barrier +23.9%
spf tinted moisturizer +23.6%
ice roller +23.0%

Trend
Predicted
 Growth ↓

hair tinsel +45.0%
v part wig +37.1%

travel hair dryer +30.0%
hair claw +27.5%
gray blending +25.3%

scalp serum +24.4%
velcro rollers +23.5%
hair bonding +22.5%

smoothing balm +21.6%
styling foam +20.7%

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

cat eye lashes +36.8%

body glitter spray +31.1%

liquid blush +31.1%
tubing mascara +27.6%

rhinestone makeup +26.2%
contour palette +26.6%
mature skin makeup +22.4%

cream contour +22.3%
blush stick +21.1%
eyeliner stamp +20.1%

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing search volume from November 2022 vs predicted search volume for November 2023 (US).
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The absence of some trends is surprising and telling 
about the state of beauty. For example, there is 
nothing brow-related in makeup, contrasting what 
we’ve seen in recent years. 

Applicable to all absent trends and themes within 
the 2023 Trends Report, brands should look at new 
ways to innovate and create trends to fill these gaps.

Michelle Lee
Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure

Photo Source: Hero CosmeticsPhoto Courtesy of Estée Lauder Companies 

As a former Editor in Chief at Allure and Nylon and a veteran of 
publications like Glamour and Marie Claire, Michelle Lee has a 
deep understanding of beauty trends backed by industry 
experience. 

As a thought leader in the field, her perspective brings Spate data 
to life. She reminds readers that this report is as much about the 
trends included as it is about those that are not.

Michelle Lee, Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure

A WORD FROM THE 
EXPERTS 
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2023 TRENDS: SKINCARE

SKINCARE HAIR MAKEUP
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Trends per category ranked by predicted growth:

2023 PREDICTED TRENDS: SKINCARE

HAIR SKINCARE MAKEUP

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

morpheus8 +47.3%

sunscreen stick +35.2%

diamond glow facial +31.4%
peptide moisturizer +30.7%
prp eye rejuvenation +28.8%
red light therapy +25.4%
powder sunscreen +24.8%
skin barrier +23.9%
spf tinted moisturizer +23.6%
ice roller +23.0%

Trend
Predicted
 Growth ↓

hair tinsel +45.0%
v part wig +37.1%

travel hair dryer +30.0%
hair claw +27.5%
gray blending +25.3%

scalp serum +24.4%
velcro rollers +23.5%
hair bonding +22.5%

smoothing balm +21.6%
styling foam +20.7%

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

cat eye lashes +36.8%

body glitter spray +31.1%

liquid blush +31.1%
tubing mascara +27.6%

rhinestone makeup +26.2%
contour palette +26.6%
mature skin makeup +22.4%

cream contour +22.3%
blush stick +21.1%
eyeliner stamp +20.1%

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing search volume from November 2022 vs predicted search volume for November 2023 (US).
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HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+23.9%
PREDICTED 2023
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

The skin barrier trend has been on fire, and it’s only just the 
beginning. With only 3.5K average monthly branded searches, 
there’s room for more players in the space. Searches for product 
formats like cream, oil, and serums showcase opportunities for 
brands. Consumers also seek out different concerns alongside 
skin barrier like acne and dermatitis. Brands can use this data to 
understand the specific concerns that are driving interest in skin 
barrier products and develop strategies to address multiple 
concerns at once. How about an acne-fighting, barrier-restoring 
spray or a barrier-healing, dermatitis-preventing serum?

RELATED SEARCHES:

High Volume
24.5K average monthly searches

Medium Competition
3.5K average brand searches

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

SKIN 
BARRIER

SKINCARE SPOTLIGHT

Very Likely

Few Market Leaders
7 Market Leaders

Brands Volume↓

skinfix 1.8K

rovectin 270

innisfree 220

vaseline 140

illiyoon 140

Concerns Volume↓

broken 560

damage 350

acne 260

symptom 140

dermatitis 110

Product Format Volume↓

cream 4.4K

moisturizer 1.1K

spray 460

oil 300

serum 240

Photo: DALL-E 
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Photo Source: Hero Cosmetics

TOP TRENDING SKINCARE CLAIMS

The prominence of makeup-related  terms across trending skincare claims 
emphasizes the blurring of the line between skincare and makeup. With 
consumers searching for tinted sunscreens and bronzing skincare drops, 
brands can stand out with innovative hybrid products. 

Consumers are also showing a growing interest in skincare products that are 
safe for their bodies and the environment with searches for “safe” and “reef 
safe.” Brands should consider ways to adapt to this trend with scientifically 
backed claims and without fear mongering. 

Finally, the rise of water based searches indicates that consumers now 
understand not only skincare ingredients and formats but formula nuance. 
Consider where and how they might like to see water based products in their 
routines.

SKINCARE CLAIMS BY INCREASE

Trend Increase↓
tinted +35.0K
bronzing +15.6K
safe +14.9K
dewy +12.4K
advanced +10.3K
reef safe +9.9K
antioxidant +6.1K
energy +4.1K
gentle +3.4K
water based +3.2K

Photo: DALL-E Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters SPATE  11



Photo Source: Hero Cosmetics

Consumers are increasingly aware of the importance of sun care in their daily 
routines as shown by trending products. Top skincare concerns are no 
different. With consumers searching for sunburn, sun spots, and sun damage, 
some are experiencing the consequences of skipping sunscreen. There is an 
opportunity for all skincare brands  to educate customers on the importance 
of sun protection or sun avoidance after exfoliating.

Rising interest in dermatitis and the skin barrier indicates that some 
consumers have overdone it when it comes to skincare. Brands can use the 
rising interest in these topics to remind consumers about responsible 
skincare and which ingredient combos can lead to a glow or dehydration and 
irritation.

Trend Increase↓
dermatitis +68.7K
sunburn +43.6K
milia +30.9K
hormonal [acne] +14.5K
sun spots +11.3K
hyperpigmentation +9.1K
skin barrier +8.2K
dead skin +7.7K
sun damage +6.3K
discoloration +5.6K

SKINCARE CONCERNS BY INCREASE

TOP TRENDING SKINCARE CONCERNS

Photo: DALL-E Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters SPATE  12



THE FUTURE IS FORMAT

Sunscreen sticks and powder sunscreen have been 
around for a while, but their rising popularity is new. 
Consumers want to know how to reapply sunscreen 
when wearing makeup. 

Brands can use this as an opportunity to go beyond 
just formats and looks at the issues consumers are 
trying to solve with said formats, like applying 
sunscreen over makeup, for example. 

Michelle Lee
Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure

Photo Source: Hero CosmeticsPhoto Courtesy of Estée Lauder Companies 

Over the last couple of years, as consumers have educated 
themselves on the importance of sunscreen and regular 
re-application throughout the day, interest in different sunscreen 
formats has risen. 

Even brands outside the sun care space should take note. What 
other trending categories have captured consumers’ attention 
and could use a refresh?

Michelle Lee, Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure
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SKIN CARE HAIR MAKEUP

2023 TRENDS: HAIR
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Trends per category ranked by predicted growth:

2023 PREDICTED TRENDS: HAIR

HAIRSKINCARE MAKEUP

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

morpheus8 +47.3%

sunscreen stick +35.2%

diamond glow facial +31.4%
peptide moisturizer +30.7%
prp eye rejuvenation +28.8%
red light therapy +25.4%
powder sunscreen +24.8%
skin barrier +23.9%
spf tinted moisturizer +23.6%
ice roller +23.0%

Trend
Predicted
 Growth ↓

hair tinsel +45.0%
v part wig +37.1%

travel hair dryer +30.0%
hair claw +27.5%
gray blending +25.3%

scalp serum +24.4%
velcro rollers +23.5%
hair bonding +22.5%

smoothing balm +21.6%
styling foam +20.7%

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

cat eye lashes +36.8%

body glitter spray +31.1%

liquid blush +31.1%
tubing mascara +27.6%

rhinestone makeup +26.2%
contour palette +26.6%
mature skin makeup +22.4%

cream contour +22.3%
blush stick +21.1%
eyeliner stamp +20.1%

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing search volume from November 2022 vs predicted search volume for November 2023 (US).
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HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+24.4%
PREDICTED 2023
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

As consumers learn more about the effects of different 
ingredients in skincare, they are also seeking them across 
categories like hair. Searches for biotin, hemp, apple cider vinegar, 
salicylic acid, and vitamin c alongside scalp serum show the 
ingredients top of mind for consumers. It also gives insight into 
the benefits they’re after, like exfoliation. Top concerns searched 
alongside scalp serum, such as hair loss, aging, and dandruff, 
show consumers want to treat various issues with this product. 
Brands in the hair space can use this data to show how their 
products — whether scalp serums or something else — have 
everything consumers need.

RELATED SEARCHES:

Low Volume
5.2K average monthly searches

High Competition
7.1K average brand searches

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

SCALP 
SERUM

HAIR SPOTLIGHT

Very Likely

Few Market Leaders
9 Market Leaders

Brands Volume↓

pura d’or 1.7K

divi 690

kérastase 520

wella 340

love beauty and 
planet 260

Ingredients Volume↓

biotin 160

hemp 90

apple cider vinegar 60

salicylic acid 40

vitamin c 20

Concerns Volume↓

thinning 1.4K

dry 440

hair loss 220

aging 80

dandruff 40

Photo: DALL-E Photo: DALL-E 
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Photo Source: Hero Cosmetics

TOP TRENDING HAIR CLAIMS

HAIR CLAIMS BY INCREASE

Photo Courtesy of DALL-E 

Trend Increase↓
low maintenance +38.6K
clarifying +20.5K
heat protectant +8.9K
wispy +8.4K
texturizing +5.8K
exfoliating +3.6K
nourishing +3.5K
strengthening +2.9K
[color] depositing +2.2K
spf +1.3K

Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters

With the dominance of low maintenance in trending hair claims — 
particularly low maintenance cuts and styles — consumers show a preference 
for passive beauty trends. Passive trends require initial setup but little care 
throughout the day.

Clarifying is another steadily rising claim that has consumers obsessed. 
Brands with shampoos should emphasize how they can remove buildup, 
while those with styling products can show that  their lineup won’t leave 
anything behind but smooth tresses. 

Finally, the skinification of the hair category continues. Consumers 
increasingly search for claims like exfoliating and SPF, showing how they’re 
bringing skincare methodologies into their hair care routines. Brands can play 
into this trend by emphasizing ingredients that have dual hair and scalp 
benefits.

Photo: Edited by DALL-E Photo: Edited by DALL-E SPATE  17
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HAIR CONCERNS BY INCREASE

TOP TRENDING HAIR CONCERNS

Trend Increase↓
dandruff +53.6K

[scalp] psoriasis +18.7K
greasy +5.2K
flaky [scalp] +4.8K
[seborrheic] dermatitis +4.3K
itchy [scalp] +2.1K
expire +1.2K
postpartum [hair loss] +1.1K
dead ends +703
weight [gain or loss related to hair loss] +648

Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters

Scalp health is top of mind for consumers today. From scalp psoriasis to the 
more broad flaky scalp, consumers are seeking out various conditions and 
related treatments. For brands, there are  opportunities to develop new 
scalp-focused products or show how existing products are scalp-friendly.

Consumer awareness around hair loss increased during the pandemic. Now, 
even beyond lockdown, hair loss remains a prominent concern. Searches now 
reflect consumers’ growing understanding of the hair loss implications of 
other medical and health conditions.

With many medical conditions appearing in search — including scalp 
psoriasis, seborrheic dermatitis, and postpartum or weight-related hair loss — 
brands should recruit professionals like trichologists and dermatologists to 
help them effectively speak to this consumer.
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HAIR HEALTH, FROM THE 
ROOT

 Recently, I  have seen this massive explosion of 
people interested in the science of internal health 
and how that leads to external health. 

Now, when I look at scientific, health-forward trends 
like scalp serum and hair bonding, this shows the 
consumer is looking at overall hair health and how 
that affects the visible quality of their hair, too. 

Michelle Lee
Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure

Photo Source: Hero CosmeticsPhoto Courtesy of Estée Lauder Companies 

Since 2020, when consumers took to the internet to research their 
quarantine beauty hacks, interest in science and health has 
underpinned the growth of many beauty trends. 

In 2023, consumers are further demonstrating their hunger for 
science as they search for hair (and skin and makeup) options 
that provide visual enhancement, lasting smoothness, strength, 
and more.

Michelle Lee, Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure
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2023 TRENDS: MAKEUP

SKINCARE HAIR MAKEUP
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Trends per category ranked by predicted growth:

2023 PREDICTED TRENDS: MAKEUP

HAIRSKINCARE MAKEUP

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

morpheus8 +47.3%

sunscreen stick +35.2%

diamond glow facial +31.4%
peptide moisturizer +30.7%
prp eye rejuvenation +28.8%
red light therapy +25.4%
powder sunscreen +24.8%
skin barrier +23.9%
spf tinted moisturizer +23.6%
ice roller +23.0%

Trend
Predicted
 Growth ↓

hair tinsel +45.0%
v part wig +37.1%

travel hair dryer +30.0%
hair claw +27.5%
gray blending +25.3%

scalp serum +24.4%
velcro rollers +23.5%
hair bonding +22.5%

smoothing balm +21.6%
styling foam +20.7%

Trend
Predicted 
Growth ↓

cat eye lashes +36.8%

body glitter spray +31.1%

liquid blush +31.1%
tubing mascara +27.6%

rhinestone makeup +26.2%
contour palette +26.6%
mature skin makeup +22.4%

cream contour +22.3%
blush stick +21.1%
eyeliner stamp +20.1%

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing search volume from November 2022 vs predicted search volume for November 2023 (US).
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BEND, AND *SNATCH* 

This year’s makeup trends show that the snatched 
— or contoured —  look is not going anywhere. Years 
ago, the beauty conversation started saying 
contouring is over. Now, though, it’s become a 
permanent part of peoples’ makeup routines.

Seeing contour palette, cream contour, and even 
blush stick reinforces this and shows how the 
consumer is getting creative for that lifted, snatched 
look. 

Michelle Lee
Beauty Expert, and  Former Editor in Chief of Allure

Photo Source: Hero CosmeticsPhoto Courtesy of Estée Lauder Companies 

Contouring has gone through a major glow-up in recent years. 
Once the makeup trend known to sharpen features in a full beat 
routine, contouring of late is more about subtle sculpting and 
lifting. 

Liquid blush, contour palettes, cream contour, and blush sticks 
emphasize a growing interest in complexion creativity, giving 
consumers the tools to create the angles they want.

Michelle Lee, Beauty Expert & Former Editor in Chief of Allure
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HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+22.4%
PREDICTED 2023
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

The growing search for mature skin makeup proves that mature 
consumers are looking for different things when it comes to 
color products. The search for product formats such as liquid, 
airbrush, and stick alongside mature skin makeup offer insights 
into the kind of textures that this consumer is seeking. Consider 
what this says about their application methods as well. 
Currently, L’Oréal is the only branded search alongside mature 
skin makeup showcasing a huge opportunity for brands to 
enter the category in 2023. 

RELATED SEARCHES:

Low Volume
5.0K average monthly searches

Very Low  Competition
70 average brand searches

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

MATURE SKIN 
MAKEUP

MAKEUP SPOTLIGHT

Very Likely

Very Few Market Leaders
1 Market Leaders

Brands Volume↓

l’oréal 70

Product Format Volume↓

liquid 140

airbrush 70

stick 20

Photo: Edited by DALL-E 
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Photo Source: Hero Cosmetics

TOP TRENDING MAKEUP CLAIMS

MAKEUP CLAIMS BY INCREASE

Photo Courtesy of DALL-E 

Trend Increase↓
glowing +100.3K
tinted +40.3K
spf +13.5K
miracle +7.6K
shimmer +5.7K
water based +5.1K
radiant +4.6K
plump +3.9K
mattifying +2.6K
longwear +2.1K

Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters

As makeup claims make their way into the skincare category, so make 
skincare claims into makeup. Searches for SPF show how consumers want to 
combine makeup with sun care benefits, increasing the efficiency of their 
morning routines. Also similar to skincare is the rising interest in water based 
formulas.

Terms like glowing, bronzing, shimmer, and radiant reveal how consumers are 
all about a healthy glow. By contrast, though, mattifying is also on the rise. 
Brands should consider how claims seemingly at odds can come together for 
a cohesive final look. Some consumers may opt for a mattifying primer and 
follow up with radiant shimmer shadow, for example.

Regardless of radiant or matte finish, though, longwear is still essential. From 
gel eyeliner to radiant foundations, consumers are searching for products that 
will stay put.

Photo: Edited by DALL-E SPATE  24



MAKEUP CONCERNS BY INCREASE

TOP TRENDING MAKEUP CONCERNS

Trend Increase↓
redness +990
dark circles +666
rosacea +430
toxic +398
sweating +380
pimples +135
oil control +3

Source: Google Search data,average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 
months ending November 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; Rising Clusters

As shown by the smaller quantity of trending makeup concerns, it’s 
evident that claims and benefits own the show across the makeup 
category. Consumers may be seeking redness, dark circles, and 
rosacea, for example, but the desire for a glowing, bronze 
complexion is more prominent.

Brands that lead their marketing copy with concerns should pivot, 
focusing on the benefits their products can offer rather than the 
problems or issues they might also treat. 

Photo: Edited by DALL-E SPATE  25



FUN FOR ALL, ALL FOR 
FUN

With trends like body glitter spray, rhinestone 
makeup, and eyeliner stamps, there is definitely this 
return to fun. 

Brands may want to think about how you can make 
the experience of putting on a product like a cream 
blush even more fun? How can other brands start to 
innovate on formats of basic products to achieve 
this? 

Michelle Lee
Beauty Expert, and  Former Editor in Chief of Allure

Today’s beauty consumer wants their “serious” products — think 
SPF tinted moisturizer and tubing mascara — as much as they 
want their eye-catching embellishments.

Brands across the beauty category should consider ways to make 
complementary products like skin-supporting rhinestone glue 
and product formats that support consumers’ desires to get 
creative and play.
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SPATE POV
At Spate, we’re looking to the year ahead through an optimistic lens. Despite consumers’ fluctuating confidence in the economy, the 
trends herein remind us that they are still passionate about beauty. Brands in the beauty space should take note of the following as 
they hone their strategies for 2023.

Kill them with kindness. Trends like peptide moisturizer, skin barrier, smoothing balm, hair bonding, and scalp serums show that 
consumers are taking a more caring approach to treating their concerns. They know healthy skin and hair depend on a supported 
foundation. This is an excellent opportunity for brands to coach consumers on the benefits of a multifaceted approach with active 
treatments followed by soothing, restorative products.

Appreciate aging. The rise of gray blending and mature skin makeup is a reminder not to neglect older generations despite the 
proliferation of Gen Z in pop culture. Consumers are looking for hair color techniques and makeup that work with their aging 
features rather than against them. In the product development processes, brands should consider not only skin and hair type but 
also age as they complete testing and write package or marketing copy.

Keep it innovative, easy, and polished. This year, consumers want clever formats for a finished look that requires minimal effort. In 
skincare, sunscreen sticks are a great grab-and-go solution for sun protection. Hair claws provide a look that’s both low maintenance 
and polished. Finally, makeup trends like eyeliner stamp allow consumers to play around without significant time commitment or a 
steady hand. How can brands help consumers further streamline their routines without sacrificing the final look?
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Over 20BN search signals to spot 
the next big trend. 

Start your free trial today.

www.spate.nyc 

https://hubs.la/Q01K3Gd10
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APPENDIX



METHODOLOGY

+20BN beauty related 
search signals in the US

Unsupervised machine 
learning to identify clusters

Trends classification for 
insights and implications

At Spate, we analyze over 20 billion search signals to identify which beauty products are most top of mind for 
consumers.  Why search data? Every time a user types a query into the search bar, they are sharing what is top 
of mind for them — often including concerns, questions, and context they might not share elsewhere. Spate 
captures billions of queries that project an unbiased lens on real consumer behaviors and needs. 



THE 
METRICS:
DATA
TRANSLATION

Volume:
Monthly search volume averaged over 
the last 12 months

Increase: 
The difference in the average search 
volume of the past 12 months and the 
average of the previous 12 months

Predicted Growth: 
Predicted 12 months vs. actual 12 
months growth rate



CLUSTERING EXPLAINED

SUSTAINED RISERS SEASONAL RISERS RISING STARS

To identify top trends, we categorize Spate data into six different clusters based on similar trend behaviors. 

SUSTAINED DECLINERS SEASONAL DECLINERS FALLING STARS



SUSTAINED RISERS SEASONAL RISERS RISING STARS

Steady growth over 
the past years, 
these trends are 
safe bets

Seasonal trends 
that are likely to 
come back even 
stronger

Sudden growth 
within the past 
months, these 
trends are riskier



HEALTH STATS EXPLAINED
HOW BIG IS THIS 
TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE 
IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE 
MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

This metric assesses the size of a trend 
using monthly Search Volume relative to 
its category.

This metric assesses how much of 
organic search are brands-related. It 
represents the top of mind brands that 
consumers search alongside a trend.

This metric assesses the presence or lack 
thereof of a market leader.

This metric assesses the likelihood that a 
trend will continue to grow within the 
next 12 months.

"Very High Volume" trends are well 
established trends among 
consumers.

"High Volume" trends are those with 
high consumer awareness.

"Medium Volume" trends are fairly 
well known by consumers.

"Low Volume" trends have low 
consumer awareness.

"Very Low Volume" trends represent 
emerging niche opportunities.

"Very Low / No Competition" 
indicates there are little to no brand 
searches alongside a trend.

"Low Competition" indicates that 
there are a few brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"Medium Competition" indicates 
that there are some brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"High Competition" indicates that 
there are several brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"Very High Competition" indicates 
there are many brand searches.

"Very Few Market Leaders" indicates 
a market in which very few brands 
own >80% of the share.

"Few Market Leaders" indicates a 
market in which a few brands are in 
high competition.

"Several Market Leaders" indicates a 
market in which there are several 
brands in competition.

"Many Market Leaders" indicates a 
market for which there are many 
brands in competition but no clear 
winners.

"No Market Leaders" indicates a 
market for which there is either fierce 
competition or an emerging market 
with no distinct players.

"Very Likely" indicates a >90% 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to grow.

"Likely" indicates with strong 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to grow.

"Uncertain" indicates an equal 
likelihood that a trend is predicted to 
grow or decline.

"Unlikely" indicates with strong 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to decline.

"Very Unlikely" indicates a >90% 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to decline.


